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Summary
Insight engines provide more-natural access to information for knowledge workers and other
constituents in ways that enterprise search has not. Application leaders will benefit from
comparing insight engine and search vendors with their own current and future needs.

Strategic Planning Assumption
By 2019, 50% of analytic queries will be generated using search, natural-language processing,
voice or autogenerated.

Market Definition/Description
Insight engines apply relevancy methods to describe, discover, organize and analyze data. This
allows existing or synthesized information to be delivered proactively or interactively, and in the
context of digital workers, customers or constituents at timely business moments.

Insight engines gather content from a broad spectrum of sources, including those relevant to the
immediate needs of digital workers. They extend beyond enterprise search by providing the
capability to engage with content and extract insights without touching the source of that
content.

Natural language and rich context are used in such interactions, which will come to rely less on a
search box and a button and more on proactivity over time.

Magic Quadrant
Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Insight Engines
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Source: Gartner (March 2017)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Attivio

Attivio is located in Auburndale, Massachusetts, U.S. It targets larger installations with Attivio
Active Intelligence Engine (AIE). Its platform strategy is attractive to organizations large enough
to develop multiple projects and leverage their skill development in the software. Most reference
customers indicated that they picked Attivio partially for its future vision and strategic roadmap.

STRENGTHS

Attivio offers a broad selection of flexible results and visualization capabilities, allowing for
more dynamic analysis of search results.

All reference customers for Attivio indicated that they use its products to search through a
significant number and variety of repositories — each indicated the number to be greater than
10.
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Mobile context is particularly valuable in Attivio installations. The vendor captures not just
location factors, but combines them with other geographical datasets to enrich relevancy and
results calculation.

CAUTIONS

Reference customers for Attivio more often expressed concerns about its product's ease of
use for administrators than reference customers of the other vendors did.

Reference customers for Attivio reported that product installation took longer than the
references of the other vendors reported.

Attivio charges extra for connectors to the most popular data repositories, which sets it apart
from the many — but not all — other vendors that offer such connectors as a part of the default
contract. Attivio believes the connectors offer greater value than some other vendors' because
they are more comprehensive and easier to use.

Coveo

Coveo is located in Quebec City, Quebec, Canada. Coveo Intelligent Search Platform with Coveo
Machine Learning and Coveo Usage Analytics are targeted at all sizes of installations, and have
been distributed across the spectrum of organizational project size. The products have broad
appeal but have been particularly successful in knowledge management. Coveo is shifting its
emphasis to cloud delivery and suggesting that enterprises consider hybrid or cloud
installations. Many reference customers indicated that Coveo is particularly successful in the
cloud.

STRENGTHS

Coveo offers exceptionally rich autosuggest capability. A significantly above-average
proportion of reference customers selected it in part for this functionality.

All of Coveo's reference customers indicated that it took less than six months to deploy
Intelligent Search Platform — a significant benefit for organizations and projects of all sizes.

Coveo has particularly close partnerships to Sitecore and Salesforce. Reference customers
confirmed that they use the platform to search Salesforce, and that such capability is a strong
selling point.

CAUTIONS

The cloud version of Coveo Intelligent Search Platform is available only on Amazon Web
Services.

Audio, video and graphical imagery files are not yet searchable in Coveo beyond conventional
metadata searches.

Coveo does not offer nontextual query types, such as the use of an example image or video
segment.

Dassault Systèmes

Dassault Systèmes (3DS) is based in Waltham, Massachusetts, U.S., and Paris, France. Its
Exalead product is delivered within its 3DEXPERIENCE Platform, which is oriented mostly toward
manufacturers. It consequently targets large organizations, but its installations are more likely to
have somewhat fewer users as key target constituencies include engineers and product
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designers — "product innovation professionals" — who leverage 3DS's relationships with relevant
design software packages. Reference customers scored Exalead better on ease of use for
administrators than they did previously.

STRENGTHS

3DS offers its product across most major cloud platforms.

Exalead has a particularly significant global presence thanks to the reach of 3DS, which
includes direct sales and support in China, the rest of mainland Asia and Japan.

3DS has designed numerous aspects of Exalead particularly for use in manufacturing and
research science, including results display in specialized notation, connectors to appropriate
manufacturing and design products.

CAUTIONS

Pricing strategy and flexibility were concerns for a significant proportion of 3DS customer
references compared to those of the other vendors in this Magic Quadrant.

3DS Exalead is specialized and will be most attractive to manufacturers and organizations
whose engineers need it. It is not appropriate for use as a search engine for externally facing
websites, and does not make sales in that category.

Appropriate to its target market, 3DS Exalead does not emphasize the kinds of contextual cues
that large user population strategies do, such as the use of extensive analysis of user behavior
or mobile device cues and contexts.

Expert System

Expert System is located in Modena, Italy. Its Cogito products are targeted at organizations with
the sophistication to apply its natural-language specialty to use cases such as semantically rich
content and natural queries. Expert System treated plain-language queries and rich semantic
analysis of data as key skills early in those disciplines' history.

STRENGTHS

The quality of Expert System's professional service team, including its ability to work with the
software, was cited by reference customers as a key reason organizations selected it.

Expert System offers graph search and natural-language processing for queries with
significant power and sophistication.

Numerous aspects of Expert System Cogito allow for administrators to add context to the
relevancy calculation, including particularly rich support for user behavior, role and other
aspects of unexpressed user need.

CAUTIONS

Expert System Cogito presents challenges to end users. Reference customers were more likely
than average across all the vendors to have taken longer to implement and employ it, and
indicated that it was challenging for administrators to use.

Expert System Cogito is less-polished with fewer features out of the box. Reference customers
were more likely to indicate that they required significant investment in deployment and
customization than those of the other vendors. However, reference projects were quite
substantial, so their complexity may have been a contributing factor.
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Expert System does not offer nontextual query types, such as the use of an example image or
video segment.

Funnelback

Funnelback, in Canberra, Australia, is a subsidiary of Squiz, which also offers content
management, intranet and CRM products. Squiz has expanded significantly its international
presence and invested via Funnelback in its search capability , content analytics and machine
learning during the last several years . Funnelback is an independent search and insight product
aimed at intranets, websites and other applications, including CRM.

STRENGTHS

All Funnelback reference customers indicated that it took less than six months to deploy — a
significant benefit for organizations and projects of all sizes. They reported a lower
commitment of human resources to Funnelback projects than references of the other vendors
did.

Funnelback's simple pricing model based on document volume will be attractive to
organizations that value transparency and predictability in their costs.

Funnelback offers exceptionally rich autosuggest capability. Its reference customers were
more likely than those of the other vendors to indicate that they found it particularly valuable.

CAUTIONS

Funnelback does not offer its own native connectors to some cloud data sources, including
Microsoft Office 365 or Google G Drive. It does offer a significant suite of connectors for
important internal data sources.

North America and Europe have been targeted by Funnelback for expansion only recently.
While it does have operations directly in both regions, it is still not well-known in those
markets.

Funnelback is available only on Amazon Web Services and platforms that the vendor
characterizes as "private cloud," via resellers or customer infrastructure. The product can be
hosted only on other common public cloud services where a Linux OS can be installed.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) is based in Palo Alto, California, U.S. Its Intelligent Data
Operating Layer (IDOL) is well-regarded as extremely powerful software with sophisticated
capabilities for employment in a broad set of organizational use cases. HPE IDOL is a broad
analytics product that includes an indexing and search function in the cloud. HPE targets
installations of significant depth with this product, and benefits from its longevity in this space.
Half of its reference customers indicated that familiarity with IDOL had been a significant factor
in their selecting it — substantially higher than the all-vendor average. Around 20% of all
reference customers had considered HPE for their projects before selecting a different vendor —
an indicator of HPE's marketing success and prominence.

STRENGTHS

Security and flexibility in including data resources are particular strengths for HPE. All its
reference customers said they chose it partly for its security features and repository
connectors.
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HPE offers flexible query input — it is exceptionally strong in allowing nontextual input models
such as imagery, video and audio. All reference customers indicated that query format
flexibility was a key factor in its selection.

Proactive alerting is particularly strong in HPE IDOL, which can be set up to scan for and alert
users to complex events as subtle as the appearance of a face in a dataset. Such alerting
structures can be shared among users.

CAUTIONS

HPE's most mature and significantly scaled product has always been considered a significant
investment of human resources and time. The length of installation noted by reference
customers was longer than noted by those of the other vendors, and the amount of staff time
to maintain it greater.

While HPE has an extensive list of connectors, organizations must factor them into their cost
models as most are not included in the default cost of HPE IDOL.

HPE IDOL is available on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform, but not any other.

IBM

IBM is based in Armonk, New York, U.S. Its Watson Explorer product (one of several products that
carry the "Watson" name) has stabilized in the division of IBM devoted to advanced information
search and analysis. IBM's investments in the product have substantially enriched it. A significant
minority of all reference customers had considered IBM for their projects before selecting a
different vendor — an indicator of IBM's marketing success and prominence. Most IBM reference
customers indicated that they had selected it to drive innovation more successfully in their
organizations.

STRENGTHS

IBM has exceptional strength in global sales, service and support.

IBM Watson Explorer provides particularly deep graph search to unify multiple data resource
types. The results for such searches can be rendered with unusually broad flexibility.

Natural expression and other flexible query models are a particular strength of IBM Watson
Explorer.

CAUTIONS

While IBM offers an autosuggestion feature, its reference customers struggled to get it to
perform well, and rarely considered it a primary factor in their decision to select the product.

Customer references reported difficulties finding strong third-party service providers such as
system integrators to work with the IBM insight engine systems. They were less likely to
indicate complete satisfaction with IBM's ease of deployment, technical service and support
than references for the other vendors were.

Organizations have frequently expressed confusion about which Watson product they own or
are considering from IBM. Because Watson Explorer is a search product with sophisticated
analytical capabilities, it is often confused with Watson APIs or other Watson products.

IHS Markit
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IHS Markit is based in London, U.K. It sells and maintains IHS Engineering Workbench, a search
and insight engine with particular value to engineers. Engineering Workbench is based on
Goldfire, which was acquired by IHS before its merger with Markit. The product combines
externally resident premium technical reference content about engineering products and
scientific knowledge with internal information about practices and activities. It particularly suited
to engineers and other technical professionals.

STRENGTHS

IHS Markit's pricing model, centered on number of active users, is particularly attractive to the
small bases it pursues.

IHS Markit designed the results interfaces of Engineering Workbench for engineer users,
including tabular comparisons for part charts and widgets for glimpses into further detail. It
gathers data from engineering-specific applications involved in product and machine design.

IHS Engineering Workbench captures natural-language questions with exceptional flexibility
and can return results using natural narrative text. This capability has been a key investment
for the vendor for many years.

CAUTIONS

IHS Engineering Workbench does not expose the process of relevancy calculation for results to
administrators as effectively as many of its competitors do.

The product is available in the cloud only on IHS Markit's own platform, not any major cloud
platform-as-a-service vendors.

IHS Engineering Workbench lacks connectors to the common cloud content and productivity
products of Salesforce, Microsoft Office 365 and Google G Drive. However, it does offer access
to numerous enterprise file sync and share products.

Lucidworks

Lucidworks is based in San Francisco, California, U.S. Its commercial product, Fusion, is
developed on the robust and longstanding Lucene/Solr search stack, an Apache open-source
project. Lucidworks offers pricing based on a conventional capacity model, including processors,
which it chose to allow for volume growth without price growth (many vendors focus on volume
as a pricing factor). Most Lucidworks reference customers indicated that they felt its future
vision to be a significant selling point.

STRENGTHS

The user community for Lucene/Solr and Lucidworks is sufficiently robust for reference
customers to cite it as a strong reason for selecting Fusion — an advantage that no reference
customers for any other vendor in the Magic Quadrant called out.

Lucidworks Fusion offers connectors to many contemporary content management and cloud
office systems as default options. All its reference customers indicated that the ability to
incorporate key data sources into their projects was a significant reason they chose it.

Lucidworks Fusion has particularly strong graph search, allowing for multiple repositories and
relationships to be gathered into its system.

CAUTIONS
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Lucidworks does not offer nontextual query types, such as the use of an example image or
video segment.

Lucidworks lacks direct sales in most Asian regions, although does offer sales indirectly via
partners.

Lucidworks does not offer a conventional software-as-a-service solution, although does offer
its product on cloud platforms and in cloud/on-premises hybrid installations.

Microsoft

Microsoft is based in Redmond, Washington, U.S. Its Office Delve, Microsoft Graph and
SharePoint enterprise search applications are available only as part of its Office suite. The
products are focused almost entirely on search in the service of internal organizational
collaboration projects and extranet applications. Nearly half of all the reference customers
considered Microsoft as a possible choice for their insight engine project.

STRENGTHS

Microsoft's graph search and contextual analysis of worker behavioral history and task history
are particularly effective within Microsoft systems, and are exceptional in comparison to those
of the other vendors in this Magic Quadrant.

Proactivity and user notification independent of queries or saved queries are very robust when
users are in the Microsoft stack of applications.

Autosuggestion in the Microsoft system of products uses the proactivity and graph search
elements to elevate to workers what is related to their typical interests.

CAUTIONS

Microsoft relies strongly on third parties to supply its customers with connectors for indexing
or other connections to its insight engine. It provides some connectors itself, but many must
be obtained separately at extra cost.

The tight linkage between Delve and Microsoft's other products means that Delve as a unitary
product is available only for internal applications (although APIs are available to developers). It
is most successful for projects relating to collaboration on Microsoft systems.

Delve is not available as a stand-alone product, although Microsoft still sells Search in
SharePoint on-premises stand-alone. Delve requires significant employment of adjacent
products, such as SharePoint and Office 365, to get its full value.

Mindbreeze

Mindbreeze is based in Linz, Austria. The profile of its InSpire and InSite products continues to be
low in the market, but the search appliance on which it offers InSpire, and which it has offered for
many years, grew in relevance in 2016 with the news that Google would discontinue its popular
appliance. Mindbreeze offers the search appliance on-premises and in the cloud, either
independently or linked to its parent company, Fabasoft.

STRENGTHS

Most Mindbreeze reference customers indicated that they deployed the vendor's products
successfully in under 90 days. That was significantly better than the average of all the Magic
Quadrant vendors. Mindbreeze references are more likely to use less human resources to
manage and maintain their installations than the general reference base are.
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Mindbreeze offers connectors to more external data repository types as part of the default
software package than almost any other Magic Quadrant vendor does. About half of its
reference customers indicated that they selected it in part for its competitive pricing.

Mindbreeze includes flexible means of capturing query styles and offers particularly strong
autosuggestion options for users.

CAUTIONS

Mindbreeze's presence in Asia remains limited.

Reference customers were slightly less pleased with Mindbreeze's end-user training programs
than references of the other vendors were.

Mindbreeze is still developing its presence in the U.S., although it has significantly improved its
partner relationships.

Sinequa

Sinequa is based in Paris, France. Its Sinequa ES product has been more successful among
larger organizations on projects with large and small user bases. Its product is effective in
analyzing structured and unstructured data, and it has a history of strong references.

STRENGTHS

Reference customers regarded Sinequa's roadmap and future vision for its software to be
particularly attractive. All indicated that those were significant reasons for choosing the
software.

Sinequa offers particularly rich results design and display tools, allowing for custom delivery
depending on the application needs.

Deep text analysis based in machine learning and other techniques gives Sinequa a
sophisticated foundation for applications across various use cases.

CAUTIONS

Reference customers indicated that deployment length was longer than the average across all
participating vendors, although they did not indicate onerous human resource requirements to
maintain completed installations. Sinequa clients are likely to have larger-scale installations
than those of most participating vendors, with more than 10 types of document repositories.

Sinequa has improved its visibility in the U.S., but is still increasing its profile there as well as in
Asia.

Reference customers did not indicate that they chose Sinequa ES for its autosuggest tool
facility.

Smartlogic

Smartlogic is based in San Jose, California, U.S. Its Semaphore platform allows multiple different
modules to be added, including a search application. It has been successful in large
organizations and focuses on use cases with well-defined business outcomes. Smartlogic also
offers Semaphore Cloud, which is targeted at smaller organizations and departmental solutions.

STRENGTHS
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Smartlogic Semaphore handles incoming queries particularly effectively to allow the means to
provide better autosuggestion, including the use of words that are linked through its
ontological module.

Graph search in Smartlogic is unusually rich, allowing for cross-repository relationships to feed
rich results for queries.

Results in Smartlogic Semaphore may be displayed in particularly flexible display models.

CAUTIONS

While Semaphore has an solid list of available connectors, organizations must factor them into
its cost model. Smartlogic does not include most connectors in the default package.

Semaphore's pricing model is complex and must be negotiated with an eye to understanding
the benefit it is intended to achieve, as well as with clarity on the information to be processed.
While flexible and creative, the model will challenge some procurement executives.

Semaphore does not offer extensive proactive features for alerting users to important
information that is outside the search process. However, it can be integrated to such alerting
systems.

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result
of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A
vendor's appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate
that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market
and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

Not applicable

Dropped

Not applicable

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in this Magic Quadrant, each vendor had to meet the following criteria:

Selling a product that fits this definition: The product applies relevancy methods to describe,
discover, organize and analyze data. This allows existing or synthesized information to be
delivered proactively or interactively, and in the context of digital workers, customers or
constituents at timely business moments.

In 2015, it sold licenses and services for enterprise search and/or insight engines totaling
greater than $8 million.

Its product is available either independent of all others or as part of a generalist software
platform intended to support knowledge workers in all roles.

Its product searches multiple repositories other than those of products sold by the same
vendor (in other words, it searches things via connectors or federation outside its parent
vendor's area).

Evaluation Criteria
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Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Vendors' Ability to Execute in this market is a combination of general resources and particular
product capabilities that are necessary to capture prospect interest and customer loyalty. Vendor
financial viability, measured with the Gartner Financial Viability Model, is also a significant factor.
Additionally, we consider the pricing model, especially its transparency and workability for the
target market.

The vendors' marketing success is a factor — we measure this by vendor presence in the
references' consideration shortlists for their projects (more-frequent inclusion in shortlists is a
reflection of marketing success). We consider each vendor's unique value proposition, and
whether it resonates in the market targeted. We also measure each vendor's success in
delivering what customers expect, and ability to support customers internationally. In each
vendor's offering, we considered delivery architecture strategy, security, transparency of product
workings and connector strategy.

Table 1.   Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Product or Service High

Overall Viability High

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record Medium

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience Medium

Operations Medium

Source: Gartner (March 2017)

Completeness of Vision

Key to vendors' Completeness of Vision in this market is the delivery of capabilities in ways that
lead the market, and that offer architectures and applications that organizations may not even
yet know to ask for. We factor in strategic product elements such as how to capture queries, how
to suggest queries to end users, how to serve mobile users and how to personalize results based
on user roles and behavior. Vendor innovations in graph search, proactivity and contextual cues
are also incorporated into their Completeness of Vision score. Other significant factors are their
market vision for competing in the space, as well as their plan for marketing that vision.

Table 2.   Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria
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Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding High

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Not Rated

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Not Rated

Vertical/Industry Strategy Not Rated

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy Not Rated

Source: Gartner (March 2017)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders demonstrate strong financial viability and have solid products with broad architectural
choices. They are well-positioned to allow users to incorporate data from multiple sources. Their
marketing is effective. They are innovators and they understand how to prepare for the market's
directional shifts.

Challengers

Challengers are financially stable and can effectively deliver their products to their prospect
bases. They provide meaningful assurances of long-term health. However, they do not have as
strong a vision of the market's future as Leaders do, and their innovation strategy is not as
robust. Their products are secure, broadly featured and effective, at least in traditional search.

Visionaries

Visionaries have effectively innovated to prepare for the next generation of prospect
expectations. They may not have the same financial defenses as Leaders and Challengers do,
and their marketing efforts are not necessarily at the level that guarantees attention from their
customer base. They typically have some ability to address the heterogeneity, natural query
models and proactivity, which are increasingly important.

Niche Players

Niche Players offer solid search capability. They may target particular markets, with horizontal or
vertical specialty, or they may address particular architectural use cases.

Context
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Context
The Magic Quadrant for Insight Engines facilitates vendor and product selection decisions for
application leaders. Organizations requiring enterprise search, navigation, discovery, data
extraction and information analysis will find an array of providers and solutions, which are
playing an increasingly expansive role in ensuring access to information relevant and vital to
decision making, support and knowledge management.

The Magic Quadrant for Insight Engines acknowledges the expanding definition and increasing
importance of the market formerly known as "enterprise search" (see "'Insight Engines' Will
Power Enterprise Search That Is Natural, Total and Proactive" ). In fact, enterprise search isn't
just about "search," and hasn't been for a long time. Rather, insight engines play widely various
roles in extracting meaning to support decision making:

They're increasingly proactive — the information finds the user when and where she needs it.

They help business users and organizations discover and expose new, unpredictable insights.

They employ interfaces far beyond query boxes, increasingly offering means of query and
interaction including conversational apps, voice and visual images.

IT developers, designers and information architects use them to create scalable, dynamic and
highly personalized applications and experiences.

Insight engines can never be treated as discrete, insular products. Rather, they tap into, leverage,
enhance and extend a wide variety of other data types, sources and systems. Thus, they are part
of a complex, extensive and interconnected software landscape.

Here are this report's key findings:

Innovation and satisfaction often occur with vendors and offerings that gear themselves to
specific use cases (business functions, audiences, content types, interactions).

The relative commoditization and advancement of open-source, general-purpose search
engines have forced insight engines to raise their business appeal and apply themselves to
business cases and initiatives.

Fewer providers compete directly with each other in this space than did in the enterprise
search space.

Some vendors compel customers to use their other technology and platforms to fully exploit
their insight engine capability

Recommendations:

Identify desired business outcomes and potential measures of success before undertaking an
insight engine selection process.

Gather requirements with consideration for your business goals, your users (end users,
administrators, architects, developers) and the condition of your content (variety, media type,
disparity, language, etc.).

Assess the vendor evaluation criteria for both Ability to Execute and Completeness of Vision,
and weigh the strengths and cautions of vendors in all four quadrants. A Niche Provider may
be your best option if it aligns with your goals and requirements.

Market Overview
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Market Overview
The insight engine market reflects the escalating requirements of organizations pursuing digital
business initiatives. As such, it resembles an emerging market even though it's based on the
long-established and mature enterprise search market.

No vendor or solution is perfect, and vendors are making progress at different paces. Current
technologies differ greatly in their ability to respond to the requirements for natural, total and
proactive search. For example, the heterogeneity of enterprise information has been a challenge
for more than 20 years, and vendors continue to pursue the asymptote of affordable inclusion of
all kinds of data. Until recently, more-natural querying using plain language was the province of
just a few vendors — and many derided it explicitly. Similarly, proactivity started to appear in
products more than 10 years ago, but has not been widely attractive to end-user organizations
until now; and even so, few seek it actively for themselves.

The vendors all offer fundamental capabilities suited to these characteristics:

Natural-language interfaces

Enterprise metadata management capabilities

Discovery of information without conscious user query

Application leaders should look for early adopters and experimenters to identify the possibilities,
as well as the limitations, of the advancing technologies. In particular:

Natural-language and contextual search are becoming table stakes in meeting user
expectations. Contextual data fuels effective queries because the queries exist as intelligently
embedded in the fixative of user data. Additional contextualization exists because the queries
are intelligently using and filtering against the user data to create greater relevance for the
individual performing the search.

The old rule still applies: The more information — the greater volume, variety, volatility — that
organizations create and collect, the harder it is to find the information they need. Part of the
problem is that the data and the information about the data are spread across disparate
databases, file servers, content management systems, enterprise file sync and share, wikis,
data dictionaries, metadata tools, glossaries, and new technologies such as Hadoop. Content,
data and metadata repositories are only expanding. Another challenge is that different
systems and employees refer to things in different ways. Additionally, organizations need to
know which information is up to date, which metrics are valid and which datasets are
trustworthy.

Insight engine success in the digital era is closely tied to enterprise metadata management.
Metadata is one key to ensuring that individual information investments can be linked, aligned
and are able to leverage each other. This is how enterprise information management is
achieved. It requires investment in enterprise metadata management that helps to magnify the
value to the business of those hitherto-siloed initiatives, and to exploit useful insights.

Achieving proactive delivery and interaction of relevant insight at timely business moments
increases the pressure on organizations and their vendors to eliminate or transcend outmoded
distinctions between systems devoted to different types or formats of data. This can be done
by using different types of algorithms to organize and analyze the data, or even by providing
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different interfaces to the users. A user, in the moment of truth or with an important decision to
make, cannot afford to think about where the data is, what format it's in or what system to use
to access it.

Some insights gained from the customer reference survey for this Magic Quadrant include:

The top three business drivers that require investment in insight engines are (multiple answers
were allowed):

Innovation

Operational efficiency

Business process outcome improvement

Insight engines are adopted today across the industry, with services (32%) and manufacturing
(30%) the largest adopters.

Insight engines are emerging mainly in programs related to technology innovation (14%), data
and analytics (10%), and applications (10%).

Market Trends

In harnessing data for business outcomes, application leaders must understand the flood of data
in multiple formats. Information has been available in disparate repositories for decades, but in
today's digital business environment, organizations face new demands to access and use data
across these repositories. Vendors will need to prepare, adjust to and exploit the following
upcoming changes:

The variety and extent of metadata supported.

The enhancement of the scope of metadata through automation (machine learning), and
through automated enrichment by semantic search capabilities, standard processes and
crowdsourcing.

Semantics formalism for improved interoperability.

Self-service data preparation driving the need for new ways to expose metadata.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This
includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether
offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and
detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health,
the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual
business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will
advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure that
supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support, and
the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.
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Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve
competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and
market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver
the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase
awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and
organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of
publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be
successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive
technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support
programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so
on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include
the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and
other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing
basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to
translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen
to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their added
vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated
throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer
programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and
indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth
of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that
emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current
and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet
the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or
capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the
specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through
partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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